Storage/Evidence Cabinet Shelf

Components:

Shelf

Shelf Clips (6 required per shelf) - (2) 911196R (Kit of 4)

* No Tools Required *

1. Remove packaging material. NOTE: Check for concealed damage. Report damage to carrier.

2. Remove the shelf clips from the plastic bag that are shipped with the shelves.

3. Place 3 shelf clips on each LH & RH internal vertical panels at the desired shelf height. Insert clips with small flat end tips upwards - See Drawing A.

4. Make sure the cabinet doors are fully open. While facing the cabinet, hold the Shelf right side up (the front and back of the Shelf are interchangeable). See Drawing A. Tip one end of the Shelf higher than the other end to clear the doors.

5. Move the Shelf inside the cabinet above the shelf clips until the back of the Shelf gently touches the back of the cabinet.

6. Level the Shelf, then ease it down onto the Shelf clips. If the Shelf seems loose, check to make sure that the six shelf clips are level and that the Shelf end flange notches are properly engaged.